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LASER LINE SCANNING PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR WRINKLING
IN NAFION DURING COATING

By
Peter Anthony Doblar, MSE
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011
SUPERVISOR: Joseph J Beaman

One of the major limiting factors in fuel cell production is the time and effort that
are required in the ink coating process of the Nafion film that is at the heart of what
makes a fuel cell work. The principle reason that this issued has not been tackled by the
industry at large is the inherent difficulties that arise. First and foremost is the rapid and
extensive expansion of the material upon contact with the liquid ink causing the Nafion
film to wrinkle while being processed. In the drive to help mitigate this issue it must be
understood by what conditions and severity that wrinkling occurs. The method chosen to
detect this was to develop a laser profile scanner to record and output the severity of any
wrinkles present in the film. This thesis showcases and explains the laser scanning
system designed specifically for this problem and material.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Initial Problem Introduction:
The use of lasers to map three-dimensional objects is utilized in many current industries
(Micro-Epsilon, 2010). Continual scanning, a fixed laser, of moving objects is employed in
certain applicable situations as well. (LMI 3D, 2011) The film/coating industry uses these
systems to determine wrinkles in their manufacturing processes every day. (Micro-Epsilon,
2010) Technical issues arise when new materials are involved with the process, especially if
those materials are transparent. (To, Minh, 2010) With the mass production of catalyst coating
of Nafion in its infancy, the application of wrinkle measurements on this material is unknown.
The unknown values exist in both what is acceptable wrinkling for Nafion in manufacturing, and
what are the preferred methods for mitigating those wrinkles.
In this thesis both the implementation of a machine vision scanner and the calibration
technique utilized for the image processing are examined and explained.
Basic Experimental Set-up:
The experimental set-up for this effort included the use of a laser line, a machine vision
camera set at an angle to the laser, and the Nafion film to be measured. A simplified view of the
set-up can be seen in Figure 1.1. The actual set-up is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 1.1: Hardware Set-up of System
The premise behind the layout and set-up of this system was one that is discussed in
DePiero et al and in Hoang Minh et al. A laser line is projected on the film from above. When
viewed at an angle, the line no longer appears straight. It is this appearance of non-linearity that
the camera can capture, process, and can use to detect and quantify wrinkles. The summarized
steps taken by the apparatus are graphically represented in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Mapped Process of Procedures for Analysis and Output
For this arrangement of instruments to work and to create a value that holds meaning in
the real world, a calibration had to be conducted to assign a metric to the distortions that, until
this step, were unit-less.
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II. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
Computer Description:
The laptop computer used to develop and run the software for this experiment is a Dell
Latitude E6500. It is running an Intel Core 2 Due CPU T99600 both at 2.80 GHz. The operating
system used is 64-bit Windows 7 with 4 GB of RAM.
Camera Description:
The machine vision camera in Figure 2.1 was an EO-1312M ½” CMOS Monochrome USB
Camera [1]. The camera‟s specifications are shown in Table 2.1. The camera was purchased
from Edmund Optics Worldwide (EOW).

The attributes and specifications of this camera

attained the accuracy required for the system and experiment.

Figure 2.1: Utilized Camera (EO USB, 2011)
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Table 2.1: Machine Camera Specifications (EO USB, 2011)
Model No.
Type of Sensor
Sensing Area, H x V (mm)
Pixels (H x V)
Pixel Size, H x V (μm)
Pixel Depth
Frame Rate (fps)
Type of Shutter
Synchronization
Video Output
Dimensions (mm)
Mount
Mounting Threads
RoHS
CE Certified

NT59-365
MT9M001
6.6 x 5.3
1280 x 1024
5.2 x 5.2
8-bit
25
Rolling
Internal or Via Software
USB 2.0
34 x 44 x 43.5
C-Mount
¼-20 Adapter Plate #63-934
Compliant
Yes

The lens that was attached to the camera was a Varifocal Video Lens 12mm-36mm Focal
length. It was purchased from EOW. The lens and its specification are provided in Figure 2.2
and Table 2.2, respectively.

Figure 2.2: Camera Lens Utilized (EO USB, 2011)
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Table 2.2: Camera Lens Specification (EO USB, 2011)
Model No.
Focal Length FL (mm)
Maximum Camera Sensor Format
Aperture (f/x)
Working Distance (mm)
Field of View @ Min Working Distance (mm)
Diameter (mm)
Length
Filter Thread
Mount
RoHS

NT57-680
13485
2/3"
F2.8 - 16C
200 - Infinite
107 - 35
41.6
53
35.5 x 0.5
C
Compliant

It should be noted that the camera to computer interface utilized an adapter -- a 5m USB2.0
(mini-B to standard-A) Cable that was also purchased from EOW.

Laser Description:
The laser used was an S-Laser also purchased from EOW and is shown in Figure 2.3. The
specifications for this laser are provided in Table 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Utilized Laser (EO USB, 2011)
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Table 2.3: Laser Specifications (EO USB, 2011)
Model No.
NT63 - 909
Type
S-Series
Wavelength (nm)
635
Output Power (mW)
5
2
Beam Diameter, 1/e (mm)
5
Beam Divergence (mrad)
<1 without Line optics
Focus Range
1mm to Collimation
Power Stability (%)
±3
Pointing Stability (µrad/°C)
<15
Input Voltage (V)
9 - 30 DC
Modulation Frequency (kHz)
1
Mean Time to Failures MTTF @ 25° (hours) >30000
Connector
4 Pins, M12
Laser Class - CDRH
IIIa
Laser Class - IEC
2M
Housing Diameter (mm)
20
Housing Length (mm)
128
Weight (g)
87
Operating Temperature (°C)
-10 to +50
Storage Temperature (°C)
-10 to +50
RoHS
Compliant
CE Certified
Yes

Machine Description:
The machine on which this system was mounted was custom designed and developed by
doctoral student, now Dr. Timothy J. Silverman, with the assistance of the author.
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Figure 2.4: Experimental Machine Used for System Implementation
The basic structure was constructed by Dr. Silverman. In addition to the aforementioned
structure, a light enclosure was constructed by the author to drastically reduce the level of
ambient light surrounding the laser line and the Nafion film.

This structure was built of

Plexiglas painted in a flat black finish. Its purpose was to make the software‟s job easier by
preventing ambient light glare and to provide a uniform background for the camera to discern the
laser line quickly when on the clear film. The improvement in image clarity is shown in Figures
4.1 and 4.3. A more detailed view of the experiment‟s enclosure can be seen in Figures 2.5 and
2.6.
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Figure 2.5: Laser Box Enclosure (Top, Front, and Left Side shown; imaging hole circled in blue)

Figure 2.6: Laser Box Enclosure (Back and Right Side shown; side slit on box circled in blue)
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The portion of the film where the camera captures images was enclosed on six (6) sides by
painted Plexiglas. Where a light seal was not possible, black tape was utilized to block out the
remainder of the spaces. The only two portions of the box where light might have easily entered
is the imaging hole on the top of the box and the slit on the side of the box as shown in Figure
2.5 and 2.6. This hole is directly above the roller in Figure 2.6.
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III. SOFTWARE SET-UP
Introduction:
The software coding for this experiment was built on a basic set-up that can most easily be
described as importing an image, saving it to a buffer, processing it, and outputting the important
values to the user. The program outputs two types of information,

the „sharpness’ of the

wrinkles, and the height, in millimeters, of the film‟s profile as compared to a mean line. It
should be noted that sharpness is computed as a ratio of the width of a wrinkle as compared to its
height (also known as its aspect ratio).
Program Details:
The software code was created in C++ and written in a syntax derived from the machine
vision camera itself.

The syntax is provided by the camera‟s manufacturer, Imaging

Development Systems (IDS). (Software Package, 2011)
Using the prescribed outline fellow engineering colleague, John Cameron McLean Booth,
worked closely with the author to build the coding framework that allowed the process to run.
The code used the machine vision camera to record an image; it then saved both the image and
numerical results of the computation to a file within the computer. This file pathway can easily
be amended to fit the user‟s needs. The C++ program that drove this process is provided by in
its entirety in Appendix A.
Multiple methods of image processing were investigated. Curve fitting was examined
extensively, but found to be too demanding and overly complex for the computer and the results
desired. The following method was determined to be optimum; once a suitable mapping of the
line was complete, to fit a mean line to the data. This mean line consisted of the average vertical
distance from the top of the image to the curve. The image could then be split up and processed
11

to determine the average width to height ratio, relative to the mean line for each wrinkle. The
sharpness of each individual wrinkle could then be factored into average wrinkle sharpness for
the image. After this calculation, the average sharpness for all of the images is determined by
the program for all the images processed during that run.
Because the value of wrinkle „sharpness‟ can be difficult to interpret, an additional output
was built into the program. The program takes the number of pixels from the mean line to the
imaged laser line, above or below it, and converts this information into a value.

The

methodology for this functionality, and its implementation, are discussed in the ensuing chapter.
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IV. IMAGE PROCESSING
Initial Set-up Tuning:
Figure 4.1 shows the unfettered laser beam image before any alterations were made with
regard to ambient light or computer processing. The glare on the film can clearly be seen.
This glare, in addition to the background images, initially caused significant issues with the
software with respect to its ability to identify and discern the laser line from the remainder of
the image.

Figure 4.1: Basic Laser Line, No Enclosure
In Figure 4.2, the initial steps of light blocking and manually trimming the image were
initiated.

With simple and rudimentary materials the advantages resulted in noticeable

improvements. This realization led to the use of a full and dedicated box for the imaging set up.
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Figure 4.2: Basic Laser Line, View Trimming Tests
The results of this box are shown in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3 is an unaltered image with
nothing more than the ambient room light blocked out by the surrounding structure. With image
clarity to this level, work began to take a raw image from a basic state to a processed image state
with a line clearly mapped in the computer and ready for processing and analysis.

Figure 4.3: Raw Laser Line, Enclosed
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Image Processing Steps:
With this image ready for software processing, the program had to compile and read the
initial image into the computer. The initial screen of the user interface (UI) is shown in Figure
4.4. This UI, once completed by the user, will not reopen again until the program is shut down
and recompiled on another run.

Figure 4.4: Initial Imaging Editing Interface
The first step in the software was to assess alignment issues between the film and the
image. In Figure 4.5, the issue of rotational alignment from Figure 4.3 was corrected by
manipulating the desired settings within the user interface. It should be noted that Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.5 were taken during different runs of the software; this is the reason for the appearance
of differing levels of wrinkling shown on the nafion.
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Figure 4.5: Laser Line, Rotationally Corrected
After the image is aligned and verified, steps can be taken by the user should he/she
choose to trim the image within the software. In Figure 4.6 the trimming is displayed.

Figure 4.6: Interface Example to Correct the Input Image
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Figure 4.7 displays the trimmed image. It should be noted that geometric changes such
as rotation and trimming are not final. Meaning that if the figure is over-rotated or over-trimmed
the process need not be restarted. A simple correcting of the desired numbers will rectify any
overshoot that the user may have encountered from an inaccurate selection of trimming values.
This allows for a more rapid selection process and more user-friendly software.

Figure 4.7: Laser Line, Fully Geometrically Corrected and Trimmed
While Figure 4.7 displays the fully corrected image, it was still too early for analysis to
begin. To the human eye the image may appear to be a simple black and white rendering. The
machine vision camera can however, discern much more detail using a varying number of grey
pixels. To process this into a more simple „only black and only white‟ image, the code scanned
through the pixels to determine if they‟re value was found to be less than the average (darker). If
they are, then the computer converts the pixel to black. If the pixel is found to be above the
average (lighter), then it converts the pixel to white. When this process feature was executed, the
resultant image created is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Initial Processed Laser Line Image
Figure 4.8 is the initial image, a bitmap, after the pixels were converted to basic grey
scale relative to the mean color value of the image. All of the visual noise that was picked up
during the conversion should be noted. In its current state, this image doesn't provide the
necessary information on wrinkle state, as a result further processing of the image is necessary.
To fully extract the contours of the nafion from the image, the average and standard
deviation of the grey scale pixel values was calculated for each column. The column wise
partition was selected because only a single pixel (or short series of consecutive pixels) should
be illuminated for any given column, indicating the laser line. Once the standard deviation of the
pixel values is known for a given column, the user can set a threshold for how many standard
deviations brighter than the mean a pixel needs to be to be considered illuminated.
A tunable standard deviation threshold was chosen to partition the image (dark vs light)
as it is a measurement of variability from the average pixel value. When ambient lighting
conditions change, the mean of the data will change, but the pixels illuminated by the laser
18

should still be significantly deviated from the mean. Thus altering the deviation threshold should
provide a usable image at some threshold that is unknown prior to any given experiment (thus
the user doing the tuning).
The method used to improve the image quality was to increase the number of standard
deviations utilized when checking the brightness of the pixel. However, increasing the number
of standard deviations to the point where the brightness of the laser line falls within the deviation
limits causes gaps in the final curve. The program examines the entire column from top to
bottom and establishes a mean value for the pixel brightness. If the actual value of the results
falls within this deviation, the program turns the pixel black, otherwise it turns it white. For
Figure 4.8, the 10th deviation was found to be the clearest representation of the laser line, found
through simple trial and error. Figure 4.9 shows the results when 10 standard deviations are
applied. Because this deviation value may vary from one set-up to another, part of the user
interface allows the user to input the values as they see fit, much like the geometric variances
approach in the code. This flexibility allows for an image tailored to a user‟s particular needs.

Figure 4.9: 10th Standard Deviation of Processed Laser Line Ready for Analysis
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The software analysis could commence from this point because to the computer, the
image is a rudimentary black and white image. The method that was utilized to calculate the
wrinkle metric for the Nafion film was proved to be relatively simple when compared to more
complex curving fitting techniques; now that a defined white line was available, the software
iterated from the top of the image down until it encountered a white pixel. The process does this
column by column to gain a map of where the line is within a matrix. With the values known for
the line a mean value can be plotted. In Figure 4.10, the original line can be seen with a mean
line through the center and a projected image of the original line below it.

Figure 4.10: Original Laser Line with Mean Line and Copied Line
The next calculation performed by the software was to determine which parts of these
lines are maximums (peaks) and which were minimums (troughs). This is accomplished by
determining where the laser line crossed the mean line. The program output an image to clearly
display those values. By utilizing the standard deviation to process the image a continuous and
smooth line, no jumps, is formed. In Figure 4.11, the white blocks represent where the laser line
is relative to the mean line. This representation means that if the white portion is above the
centerline in the figure then the laser line is above the mean line. Based on the position of the
laser line relative to the mean line, the computer represents this instance as just a standard line
with no white display on either the top or the bottom.
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Figure 4.11: Computer Representation of Laser Line as Compared to the Mean Line
Processing Outputs:
With the portions above and below the mean line known, the program now calculates the
„sharpness‟ of each wrinkle. For this research, the sharpness is defined as the ratio of the width
of a wrinkle as compared to the height of each wrinkle above the mean line. This comparison
was completed because even if a wrinkle is very tall, it may be wide enough to be
inconsequential to the overall Nafion coating process. However, if a wrinkle is much taller than
it is wide, then it may cause in-stability of the recently applied coating.
As the data was calculated for each image it was recorded to a text file. For each image
an average sharpness was calculated so that the user could obtain an understanding of the overall
condition of the film. The program also calculated the maximum sharpness that it found in each
image. This was done so that even if the majority of the film is relatively smooth, the user would
not assume a completeness of the coating process when the film had a major error given by a
rogue wrinkle. The results from an initial run are shown in Table 4.1. The program outputs
corresponding to these values are shown in a file labeled as “test_sharpness.txt”. It should be
noted that these numbers were processed when the coating machine was powered off. The slight
21

variation comes with inherent changing of the local environmental conditions and minor
mathematical rounding calculations.
Table 4.1: Saved Results from a 10 Image Run of the Program
Average Sharpness:
0.0109151
0.00658914
0.00833342
0.00833342
0.00811975
0.00811975
0.00835595
0.00811975
0.00811975
0.00811975
Average Average Sharpness:
0.00831257

Max Sharpness:
0.056338
0.056338
0.056338
0.056338
0.056338
0.056338
0.056338
0.056338
0.056338
0.056338
Average Max Sharpness:
0.056338

The bottom values of the table are shown to give the user a clearer overall picture of what
happened with the film throughout all of the processed images. These values were a unit-less
ratio relating the height of a wrinkle to its width, given in relation to where it crosses the mean
line. Because these values are unit-less, it may be difficult for a user to relate to them. In the
following chapter the method for calibrating the measurement system is discussed.

This

calibration method makes it possible for the program to convert simple pixel values into a
standard distance metric.
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V. LASER MEASUREMENT CALIBRATION
Calibration Device and Method:
The method that was utilized for the calibration of the laser line was derived based on the
description by Di Piero. By using machined plates as a stepping method, measurement values
were able to be applied to the images. What was once a unit-less series of values was resultantly
displayed and recorded in units of millimeters.
What was done to achieve this result was a continuation of the code from the initial
processing. Because one of the steps that occurred was to, column by column, scan the image
from the top down to the laser curve, a conversion was all that was needed. The program had
already established the pixel distance from to top of the image to the curve and from the top to
the mean line; this distance, in a value of pixels was known. An unknown distance on an image
simply needed a known reference point to allow an accurate value of distance to be calculated.
This visual reference point was created by correlating the image with a machined block of
aluminum with known steps milled out. The drawing of this block can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Computer Modeled View of Calibration Block
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This model was built using SolidWorks 2010 64-bit Edition. The engineering drawings
for this block are located in Appendix B.
As summarized in the above section, the calibration block allows the user to obtain the
conversion factor for pixels to millimeters by calculating the differences between the steps. The
Finished Block is shown below in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Unpainted Calibration Block
The above block was milled out of Aluminum. Upon initial testing it was found that the
block, in its natural state, was too reflective for accurate image processing. The surface of the
aluminum caused excess light and diffraction of the laser line. The results of these phenomena
are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Image from Unpainted Calibration Block
With the outer edge of the laser line being so undefined an alteration was needed to refine
the image. By painting the calibration block flat black, the same techniques that was used for the
box that surrounds the film, the majority of the unwanted light was eliminated. Both the updated
aluminum block and the unaltered image generated from are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5
respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Painted Calibration Block

Figure 5.5: Image from Painted Calibration Block
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In Figure 5.6, below, is the final image that was used to calibrate the system. On the
block each step had a two millimeter difference in height. Therefore, the quantity of pixels that
differentiate the lines represents 2mm. That correlation was input into the program and allows
the metric value to be output to the text file.

Figure 5.6: Processed Image Ready for Analysis
To assure that errors in the calculations would not affect the conversion value a series of
averages were taken. A total of 450 separate values were utilized to compute the average
difference in the steps. The final average value was calculated to be 19 pixels per millimeter.
The data file with all of the pertinent information regarding the value can be viewed in Appendix
C.
Calibration Output and Results:
With this conversion known, a second file was added to the output of the program. This file,
labeled as “test_vector.txt”, produces the value, in millimeters, of the distance between the curve
and the mean line for every 20th column of pixels. The output configuration is an array of
numbers. This text file of multiple arrays allows the user, or any future users to read the data
into multiple types of outside programs more easily. If the user prefers to obtain a more detailed
output of the values, the value of every 20th pixel can be very easily altered to return any value
that is desired. It is important to note that the calibration needs to only be completed when
27

hardware alterations are made. Meaning, the camera angles, distance, or zoom are adjusted. For
repeated runs where the system at large is unaltered this initial calibration will hold true.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusions:
With the implementation of this program the other elements of this research project now
have an exact and scientific method to determine wrinkle measurements in a processed film.
With the two output files, there is now a methodology for previous runs of a film to be quickly
compared to both itself and to an outside metric.
Because a key point of this research was related to future applications, a good deal of
time was allotted to make sure that future users had an open framework to adapt the system to
their needs. The user interface allows for changes in the layout of the basic machine or thin film
set-up. The fully included code and commented annotations allow the user to quickly and easily
address any changes or updates that he or she wishes to make.
The reason for this research was to add a piece to a larger research project and to develop
the overall manufacturing techniques and method of Nafion film.

This goal has been

satisfactorily accomplished.

Future Work:
From the beginning of this proposed topic until its completion, future work has always
been a major focus and concern. This work was never meant to stand completely alone. It was
intended from the beginning, to fit in with a larger research grant that is focused on the mass
production and coating of Nafion film for fuel cells.
There are a number of specific areas that are, at the time of this writing, being
immediately investigated for the application of this technology. In the overall machine, shown in
Figure 2.4, a closed loop control system is being constructed to read the outputs of this project
29

program and input them back into the overall system. This input will help to tune the machine to
illuminate wrinkles and produce a more uniform and stable product for manufacturing.
Another area for future expansion is the interface for the program itself. It was because
this was a known concern during this research that a simple C++ programing language was
chosen. The program‟s open architecture allows future users easy access to design a system for
their personal intentions. A LabVIEW interface is a possible area that is being investigated.
Both past researchers on this project, as well as current, have envisioned tying this
program into a larger machine and control system. These goals are foreseen, attainable, and can
be implemented.
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Appendix A
Program for Image Processing and Analysis
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostream>
<stdio.h>
<fstream>
<cmath>
<string>
"C:\Program Files\uEye\Develop\include\uEye.h"
"C:\Users\doblar\Desktop\Doblar\CImg-1.4.7\CImg.h"

using namespace std;
using namespace cimg_library;
const IS_CHAR* locate = "C:\\Users\\doblar\\Desktop\\Doblar\\project\\imgs\\new.bmp";
const IS_CHAR* flocate =
"C:\\Users\\doblar\\Desktop\\Doblar\\project\\data\\test_sharpness.txt";
const IS_CHAR* vecLocate =
"C:\\Users\\doblar\\Desktop\\Doblar\\project\\data\\test_vector.txt";
const int width = 1280;
const int height = 1024;
const int minWidth = 5; //width must be evenly divisable by this number
int tl = 190, tr = 90, tt = 400, tb = 400, stds = 3, imgCount = 0; //Usual values used
for qucking execution of program
//int tl, tr, tt, tb, imgCount, stds = 0; //Basic values for running the program in any
enviroment
float degrees = 0;
void grabImage(void);
bool checkAlign(CImg<double>);
bool checkTrim(CImg<double>);
bool checkSTD(CImg<double>);
int sign(int);
void processImage();
double avgAvgSharp = 0;
double avgMaxSharp = 0;
int main(int argc,char **argv){
grabImage();

//
//
//

CImg<double> img(locate); // Read in image from disk
img.stats();
img.get_stats();
cin >> degrees;
if(checkAlign(img) && checkTrim(img) && checkSTD(img)){
processImage();
}
return 0;

}
void grabImage(void){
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HIDS hCam = 0; // Since only 1 camera is connected, 0 tells IDS API to connect to
first camera found.
SENSORINFO pInfo;
INT pid; // Variables later used by IDS API for storing the process iD and the
address of the image in memory
char* ppcImgMem;
//void* pMem;
//double* uMem;
is_InitCamera(&hCam, NULL); // Initialize camera
is_GetSensorInfo(hCam, &pInfo);
is_SetColorMode (hCam, IS_CM_MONO8);
is_AllocImageMem(hCam, width, height, 8, &ppcImgMem, &pid); // Allocate image
memory

//

is_SetImageMem(hCam, ppcImgMem, pid); // Set the allocated image memory to active
is_FreezeVideo(hCam, IS_WAIT); // Take an image grab from the camera
//is_GetImageMem(hCam, &pMem);
//CImg<int> img(pMem, height, width);
CImgDisplay disp1(img);
//cin >> degrees;
is_SaveImageEx(hCam, locate, IS_IMG_BMP, 100); // Save image to disk
is_ExitCamera(hCam); // Exit camera

}
bool checkAlign(CImg<double> img){
bool approve = false;
int entry;
float rotate;
while(!approve){
CImgDisplay disp1(img, "Current Image");
cout << "Do you need to align the image? (1: yes, 2: no): ";
cin >> entry;
while(entry != 1 && entry != 2){
cout << "INVALID ENTRY!" << endl;
cout << "Is the Image Aligned Properly? (1: yes, 2: no): ";
cin >> entry;
}
if(entry == 2){
approve = true;
}
else{
approve = false;
cout << "How many degrees should the image rotate? (Valid Range: 90:90): ";
cin >> rotate;
while(rotate < -90 || rotate > 90){
cout << "INVALID ENTRY!" << endl;
cout << "How many degrees should the image rotate?" << endl <<
"Valid Range: -90:90";
cout << endl << "CC: Positive, CCW: Negative" << endl <<
"Enter Angle: ";
cin >> rotate;
}
img.rotate(rotate, 0);
degrees += rotate;
}
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}
return approve;
}
bool checkTrim(CImg<double> img){
bool approve = false;
int entry;
img.rotate(degrees, 0);
while(!approve){
CImg<double> imgTest(img.width() - (tl + tr), img.height()-(tt + tb));
for(int i = tl; i < img.width() - tr; i++){
for(int j = tt; j < img.height() - tb; j++){
imgTest(i-tl,j-tt) = img(i,j);
}
}
CImgDisplay disp1(imgTest, "Current Image (Post Rotation)");
cout << "Would you like to trim the image: (1: yes, 2: no): ";
cin >> entry;
while(entry != 1 && entry != 2){
cout << "INVALID ENTRY!" << endl;
cout << "Would you like to trim the image: (1: yes, 2: no): ";
cin >> entry;
}
if(entry == 2){
approve = true;
}
else{
approve = false;
cout << "Enter Pixels to trim in this order (left, right, top,
bottom)" << endl;
cout << "Left+Right must be less than " << img.width() << endl;
cout << "Top+Bottom must be less than " << img.height() << endl;
cin >> tl >> tr >> tt >> tb;
while( tl+tr >= img.width() || tt+tb >= img.height()){
cout << "INVALID ENTRY!" << endl;
cout << "Enter Pixels to trim in this order (left, right, top,
bottom)" << endl;
cout << "Left+Right must be less than " << img.width() <<
endl;
cout << "Top+Bottom must be less than " << img.height() <<
endl;
cin >> tl >> tr >> tt >> tb;
}
}
}
return approve;
}
bool checkSTD(CImg<double> img){
int i,j;
double sum;
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img.rotate(degrees, 0);
CImg<double> imgTest(img.width() - (tl + tr), img.height()-(tt + tb));
CImg<double> imgProj(img.width() - (tl + tr), img.height()-(tt + tb));
for(i = tl; i < img.width() - tr; i++){
for(j = tt; j < img.height() - tb; j++){
imgTest(i-tl,j-tt) = img(i,j);
}
}
double avg[width];
double stdDev[width];
for(i = 0; i < imgTest.width(); i++){
sum = 0;
for(j = 0; j < imgTest.height(); j++){
sum += imgTest(i,j);
}
avg[i] = sum/imgTest.height();
stdDev[i] = 0;
for(j = 0; j < imgTest.height(); j++){
stdDev[i] += (avg[i] - imgTest(i,j))*(avg[i] - imgTest(i,j));
}
stdDev[i] = sqrt(stdDev[i]/imgTest.height());
}
for(i = 0; i < imgTest.width(); i++){
for(j = 0; j < imgTest.height(); j++){
if(imgTest(i,j) > avg[i] + stds*stdDev[i]){
imgProj(i,j) = 255;
}
else{
imgProj(i,j) = 0;
}
}
}
bool approve = false;
int entry;
while(!approve){
CImgDisplay disp1(imgProj, "Current Image");
cout << "Would you like to change the standard deviation threshold (1: yes,
2: no): ";
cin >> entry;
while(entry != 1 && entry !=2){
cout << "INVALID INPUT!" << endl;
cout << "Would you like to change the standard deviation threshold
(1: yes, 2: no): ";
cin >> entry;
}
if(entry == 2){
approve = true;
}
else{
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approve = false;
cout << "Enter New Threshold ( >= 0): " << endl;
cin >> stds;
while (stds < 0){
cout << "INVALID INPUT!" << endl;
cout << "Enter New Threshold ( >= 0): " << endl;
cin >> stds;
}
for(i = 0; i < imgTest.width(); i++){
for(j = 0; j < imgTest.height(); j++){
if(imgTest(i,j) > avg[i] + stds*stdDev[i]){
imgProj(i,j) = 255;
}
else{
imgProj(i,j) = 0;
}
}
}
}
}
return approve;
}
int sign(int x){
if(x > 0){ return 1;}
else if(x < 0){ return -1;}
else{ return 0;}
}
void processImage(){
int startInd, i, j, s, numImages;
int
int
int
int

areaAbove = 0; int areaBelow = 0;
localMax = 0; int localMin = 0;
numMax = 0;
int numMin = 0;
w = 1; int numWrink = 0;

double sum, temp;
double avg[width];
double stdDev[width];
double loc[width];
double signs[width];
double dist[width];
int smooth[width];
double wrinks[width/minWidth]; // minWidth is a threshold width for considering a
feature to be a "wrinkle"
double maxSharp = 0;
bool first = true;
bool sChg = false;
ofstream d_file;
ofstream h_vec;
d_file.open(flocate);
h_vec.open(vecLocate);
d_file << "Average Sharpness: \tMax Sharpness: " << endl;
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h_vec << "Vector of locations (horizontally): " << endl;
cout << "For how many images would you like to run: "; cin >> numImages;
while(imgCount < numImages){
CImg<double> img(locate);
img.rotate(degrees, 0);
CImg<double> actImg(img.width() - (tl + tr), img.height()-(tt + tb));
CImg<double> postImg(actImg.width(), actImg.height());
CImg<double> signChkImg(actImg.width(), actImg.height());
//Slice the image down to a) reduce processing time b) limit analysis to
the area of interest
for(i = tl; i < img.width() - tr; i++){
for(j = tt; j < img.height() - tb; j++){
actImg(i-tl,j-tt) = img(i,j);
}
}
//Find the mean, standard deviation, location of line for each column
for(i = 0; i < actImg.width(); i++){
sum = 0;
for(j = 0; j < actImg.height(); j++){
sum += actImg(i,j);
}
avg[i] = sum/actImg.height();
stdDev[i] = 0;
for(j = 0; j < actImg.height(); j++){
stdDev[i] += (actImg(i,j) - avg[i])*(actImg(i,j) - avg[i]);
}
stdDev[i] = sqrt(stdDev[i]/actImg.height());
for(j = 0; j < actImg.height(); j++){
if(actImg(i,j) > stds*stdDev[i] + avg[i]){
if(first){
loc[i] = j;
first = false;
}
}
}
first = true;
}
//Calculate the Mean Line
sum = 0;
for(i = 0; i < actImg.width(); i++){
sum += loc[i];
}
s = sum/actImg.width();
//Find the smoothed curvecout
for(i = 0; i < actImg.width(); i++){
if(i < 3 || i >= actImg.width() - 3){
smooth[i] = loc[i];
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}
else{
smooth[i] = (loc[i-3] + loc[i-2] + loc[i-1] + loc[i] +
loc[i+1] + loc[i+2] + loc[i+3])/7.0;
}
postImg(i, smooth[i]) = 255; //Lights up the smoothed curve
postImg(i,s) = 255; //Lights up the mean line
//postImg(i,loc[i] + 50) = 255; // Lights up the original curve,
50px below smoothed version
signs[i] = sign(s - smooth[i]); //Determine which side of mean line
it is on
dist[i] = (double)(s - smooth[i])/(19.0);//Converts Pixel values to
mm measurements
if(i%20 == 0){ h_vec << dist[i] << " ";} //Selects every Xth value
to send to the text file
}
h_vec << endl;

//Provides visual confirmation that sign checking is working
for(i = 0; i < actImg.width(); i++){
if(signs[i] > 0){
for(j = 0; j < s; j++){
signChkImg(i,j) = 255;
}
areaAbove += abs(s - smooth[i]);
}
else if(signs[i] < 0){
for(j = s; j < actImg.height(); j++){
signChkImg(i,j) = 255;
}
areaBelow += abs(s - smooth[i]);
}
else
signChkImg(i,s) = 255;
}
for(i = 0; i < actImg.width(); i++){
startInd = i;
w = 1;
sChg = false;
while(!sChg){
if(signs[startInd] == 0){
sChg = true;
}
else if(signs[startInd] == signs[startInd + w]){
w++;
}
else{
sChg = true;
if(signs[i] > 0){
numMax++;
localMax = 0;
for(j = i; j < i+w; j++){
if(s - smooth[j] > localMax){ localMax =
s - smooth[j];}
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}
}
else if(signs[i] < 0){
numMin++;
localMax = 0;
for(j = i; j < i+w; j++){
if(s - smooth[j] < localMax){ localMax =
s - smooth[j];}
}
}
else{
}
if(w > 5){
wrinks[numWrink] = (double)localMax/(double)w;
//
cout << "Wrinkle #: " << numWrink + 1 <<
"\tSharpness: " << wrinks[numWrink] << "\tWidth: " << w << "\tHeight: " << localMax <<
endl;
numWrink++;
}
}
if(w >= actImg.width()){
sChg = true;
}
}
i += w;
}
sum = 0;
maxSharp = 0;
for(i = 0; i < numWrink; i++){
sum += wrinks[i];
if(abs(wrinks[i]) > maxSharp){ maxSharp = wrinks[i];}
}
sum = sum/numWrink;
numWrink = 0;
d_file << sum << "\t" << maxSharp << endl;
avgAvgSharp += sum;
avgMaxSharp += maxSharp;
areaAbove = 0; areaBelow = 0; numMax = 0; numMin = 0;
if( remove(locate)){ cout << "Error Deleting " << locate << endl; cin >>
tb; return;}
else{
grabImage();
}
imgCount++;
if(imgCount%10 == 0){

/*
work

//Displays every Xth image to allow user to check

postImg.display();
signChkImg.display();
}
*/
}
//
//

CImgDisplay disp2(postImg, "Processed", 0);
CImgDisplay disp3(signChkImg, "Extrapolated & Mean", 0);
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d_file << endl << endl;
d_file << "Average average Sharpness: \tAverage Max Sharpness:" << endl;
d_file << avgAvgSharp/(double)numImages << "\t" << avgMaxSharp/(double)numImages
<< endl;
d_file.close();
h_vec.close();
return;
}
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Appendix B
Engineering Drawings for Calibration Block
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Appendix C
Calibration Data Sheet
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